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Rudely Interrupted have continued to make a name for themselves on the world stage for the past 8 
years, touring relentlessly internationally has paid off for this remarkable rock act, they got good, 
really good! Their 4th studio project ‘I Am Alive’ is clearly a step above your average rock record, the 
production, the incredible recorded performances and the songwriting all come together on ‘I Am 
Alive’. 

On first listen you’ll be quickly taken for a journey where your worries will be left behind as you enter 
the magical musical world of Rudely Interrupted. 

The song themes cross paths through certain moments of the EP and are tangled in all the different 
song and lyrics. There’s an organic heartfelt honesty with Rudely Interrupted’s ‘I Am Alive’ disaffected 
by cool, it’s music for the raw power and passion of independent art. If there’s a message, the 
message is of hope, watch out for the greedy pit falls of life, hearts won and lost, this is what it feels 
like to be ‘ALIVE’. You will feel the hope Rudely Interrupted bring to the world, and ‘I Am Alive’ will 
certainly make you feel more ALIVE!  

I Am Alive 2:24 - Is a song that picks you up at the start and drops you off at the end, on first listen 
you’ll be quickly taken for a journey where your worries will be left behind, for over two minutes 
you’ll be taken on a beautiful ride, you’ll feel ALIVE, uplifted and carried on a seamless musical 
journey full of hope and life affirming goodness. 

Ran Over A Lizard 1:51 - A song about hope, but watch out for the snakes of the world, let them slide 
on by. The Replacements meets Blondie, Rudely Interrupted pick up where I Am Alive drops you off, 
it’s a powerful chorus with the drums providing a solid backbeat for the guitar rhythms to free up and 
provide a more open sonic landscape for the band. 

Code Red 1:57 – Rory Burnside takes the lead with his throw back to the 60’s pop vibe on this super 
track. Your mind is quickly captured by Rory’s problem of love, and before you know it your ear is 
taken away with the hypnotic key lines. This song aint no filler, it’s a killer. 

Bernie Made Off 1:51 - Rudely Interrupted wrote, Bernie Made Off in response to the greed in us all. 
Every once in a while we all find out about yet another pozny scam, Bernie Madoff was one was the 
largest in history, $64 billion dollars, sadly, many lives were crushed. A beautiful rhythmic hook will 
capture your minds eye and you’ll be singing this one all day. He had the look he had the lie, he wore 
a suit and a tie, Bernie Made Off with all the cash! 

Falling In Love 2:23 - Another side step for Rudely Interrupted, a more intimate song for Rory 
Burnside who wrote this tune upon returning home after a date with a previous love. The piano 
leading the way for the guitars to swim in and around the melody and Rory expresses his hopes for 
companionship and connection. 

Catch You When You Fall 2:58 – Rory takes the lead in this huge driving song, it’s got a stronger 
punchier DEVO vibe in parts, the songs asking the question, who's going to catch you when you fall, a 
song about taking risks, and appreciating those who support you to be who you want to be. 
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